Reading and literacy for all:
Quality standards checklist for
early years literacy programs
The quality standards checklist is a tool for libraries to assess their early years literacy services against
an industry-agreed, stakeholder-endorsed quality framework. See Reading and literacy for all: Quality
indicators for early years literacy programs in Victorian public libraries (available at slv.vic.gov.au/readprogram and plvn.net.au) for information on all aspects of the quality indicators, including:
• detailed descriptions of each of the 11 quality standards and their assessment criteria
• an explanation of the assessment process
• further instructions on scoring and using the quality standards checklist
• a sample assessment.
This checklist presents 11 quality standards, each with a series of between five and eight criteria. An
assessment must be made against each criterion. In assessing each criterion it is expected that the library
will rate the overall performance of its early years literacy services. There are five assessment options for
each criterion.
ASSESSMENT

DEFINITION

Exceed

Services are of a higher standard than the criterion and/

SCORE
4

or go beyond the expectations of the criterion.
Fully meet

Services are in line with the criterion.

3

Substantially meet Services are of a good quality but do not quite meet the criterion.

2

Partly meet

1

There is evidence that this criterion is understood and
recognised in the design and delivery of the service,
but there is significant scope for improvement.

Do not meet

There is no evidence that this criterion has been

0

incorporated into service design and delivery.
For assessment purposes, the quality standards are classified as either level 1 or level 2. Level 1 standards
(EY1 to EY4) are more heavily weighted, and this is reflected in the weighting for each criterion. To
determine the score for each standard:
1. select the assessment score for each criterion
2. multiply the criterion score by the weighting factor indicated
3. add the criteria totals for the standard.
In order to satisfy the requirements of the quality framework and be eligible to use the READ Quality
Assurance logo, libraries will need to achieve a total score of at least 33 for each level 1 standard, and 16
for each level 2 standard.
Libraries are encouraged to briefly record or reference evidence to support the assessment against each
criterion.
It is expected that within each library service the checklist will be completed collectively by a review
group, the composition of which is a decision for each library service. For reporting purposes, the Service
Manager is responsible for signing off on the library service’s self-assessment. Once complete email your
complete quality standards checklist {use the separate form} to the public libraries team at State Library
Victoria (publiclibraries@slv.vic.gov.au) by Monday 24 September 2018.

YOUR NAME

LIBRARY SERVICE

Level 1 quality standards
ASSESSMENT

SCORE

SUBSTANTIALLY MEET

FULLY MEET

EXCEED

0

1

2

3

4

TOTAL

PARTLY MEET

(assessment
x weighting)

DO NOT MEET

(one per criterion)

WEIGHTING

CRITERIA

EY1 – Sound educational underpinning
The library’s early years literacy activities:
•

Clearly promote the family

3

as a child's first teacher

•

1

Acknowledge and value the
potential for learning and
development of all participants

•

Promote respectful relationships and

1

responsive engagement in learning

•

1

Recognise equity and diversity
in selection, presentation and
visual representation of program
materials, resources and activities

•

Are provided in a safe and

2

stimulating environment

•

2

Use approaches and provide resources
that support development of language,
communication, literacy and reading skills

•

Balance play-based learning with

1

adult-directed activities

TOTAL FOR EY1

0

2

COMMENT

ASSESSMENT

SCORE

SUBSTANTIALLY MEET

FULLY MEET

EXCEED

0

1

2

3

4

TOTAL

PARTLY MEET

(assessment
x weighting)

DO NOT MEET

(one per criterion)

WEIGHTING

CRITERIA

EY2 – Fun and enjoyable for all participants
The library’s early years literacy activities:
•

Are joyful experiences that encourage high

5

levels of involvement and engagement

•

4

Are positive shared experiences
for children, their family members
or carers and the presenter

•

2

Are welcoming and inclusive, ensuring
that the interests, abilities and culture
of participating children and adults are
recognised, respected and valued

TOTAL FOR EY2

0

EY3 – Model effective reading behaviours to children and their
family members or carers
The library’s:
•

2

Program developers and presenters
understand effective early years
literacy teaching principles

•

2

Program developers and presenters
understand and employ adult
teaching principles to influence
family members and carers

•

2

Program delivery explicitly and specifically
employs techniques for developing
effective adult-to-child reading behaviours

3

COMMENT

•

ASSESSMENT

SCORE

SUBSTANTIALLY MEET

FULLY MEET

EXCEED

0

1

2

3

4

TOTAL

PARTLY MEET

(assessment
x weighting)

DO NOT MEET

(one per criterion)

WEIGHTING

CRITERIA

2

Programs engage family members
and carers in reading behaviours
that are appropriate to the ability
and literacy level of their child

•

3

Programs help to build family members’
and carers' confidence in, knowledge of
and attitudes to reading and storytelling
in the home reading environment

TOTAL FOR EY3

0

EY4 – Competent, passionate presenters
Presenters of early years literacy activities:
•

2

Have a theoretical understanding of
the development of language and
communication skills in early years

•

Are fluent readers and/or storytellers

2

•

Are expressive, energetic and engaging

2

•

Understand and are able to adapt

2

to the interests and needs of the
audience – participating children and
their family members or carers

•

3

Enjoy and are confident working
with children and their family
members or carers

TOTAL FOR EY4

0

4

COMMENT

Level 2 quality standards
ASSESSMENT

SCORE

SUBSTANTIALLY MEET

FULLY MEET

EXCEED

0

1

2

3

4

TOTAL

PARTLY MEET

(assessment
x weighting)

DO NOT MEET

(one per criterion)

WEIGHTING

CRITERIA

EY5 – Inspire a love of reading and words
The library’s early years literacy services:
•

Foster a love of reading among

3

participating children

•

2

Use level-appropriate reading
materials and related resources
to engage participants

•

1

Share with families and carers
knowledge of quality and levelappropriate children's reading materials

•

1

Use and promote the library’s children's
and parenting collections that are
relevant to local community needs

•

Use, wherever and whenever possible,

1

a dedicated children's space

TOTAL FOR EY5

0

EY6 – Target and involve both children and their family members
or carers
The library’s design, development and delivery of early years literacy services:
•

1

Explicitly aim to engage participating
children and their family members
or carers in the activity

5

COMMENT

•

ASSESSMENT

SCORE

SUBSTANTIALLY MEET

FULLY MEET

EXCEED

0

1

2

3

4

TOTAL

PARTLY MEET

(assessment
x weighting)

DO NOT MEET

(one per criterion)

WEIGHTING

CRITERIA

2

Explicitly aim to improve language
and reading behaviours and outcomes
for participating children

•

2

Explicitly aim to model appropriate
language and reading behaviours to
participating family members and carers

•

3

Explicitly aim to build the knowledge,
skills and confidence of participating
family members and carers to support
their child’s language and reading
development, and use modelling
behaviours to support this

TOTAL FOR EY6

0

EY7 – Story-based
The library’s early years services:
•

2

Use stories to foster language
development, communication
and literacy skills

•

Recognise, value and use both oral and

2

written storytelling as appropriate

•

Use a range of methods and

2

modes of engaging with stories

•

Promote reading as a valuable

2

way of telling stories

TOTAL FOR EY7

0

6

COMMENT

ASSESSMENT

SCORE

SUBSTANTIALLY MEET

FULLY MEET

EXCEED

0

1

2

3

4

TOTAL

PARTLY MEET

(assessment
x weighting)

DO NOT MEET

(one per criterion)

WEIGHTING

CRITERIA

EY8 – Facilitate access to library collections and services
The library’s early years literacy programs:
•

3

Encourage children and their family
members or carers to borrow collection
items as take-home resources

•

3

Encourage children and their family
members or carers to explore use of
other library programs and services

•

2

Are supported by policies and processes
that encourage and facilitate easy
access to library membership

TOTAL FOR EY8

0

EY9 – Complement other early years services
The library:
•

3

Is aware of and understands
the role and purpose of other
providers of early years services

•

3

Works with other providers of early
years services to improve outcomes
for all children through a mutual
understanding of one another’s objectives

•

2

Works cooperatively with other providers
of early years services to actively promote
and support their complementary services

TOTAL FOR EY9

0

7

COMMENT

ASSESSMENT

SCORE

SUBSTANTIALLY MEET

FULLY MEET

EXCEED

0

1

2

3

4

TOTAL

PARTLY MEET

(assessment
x weighting)

DO NOT MEET

(one per criterion)

WEIGHTING

CRITERIA

EY10 – Effective evaluation processes
The library:
•

2

Systematically collects data on the
quality, uptake, reach and impact of its
early years literacy services, as outlined
in the impact evaluation framework

•

Analyses its data to inform

2

service improvement

•

Reviews its early years literacy services at

2

least annually to improve service quality

•

2

Has clearly defined expectations
and quality benchmarks for
its early years services

TOTAL FOR EY10

0

EY11 – Respond appropriately to local needs and conditions
The library:
•

1

Has knowledge of and responds to the
needs, capabilities and aspirations of the
local community, as identified and defined
through local strategic planning processes

•

2

Aligns and targets its early years
programs and their mode of delivery to
local community needs and aspirations

•

Assigns an appropriate level of available

2

resources to early years programs

8

COMMENT

•

ASSESSMENT

SCORE

SUBSTANTIALLY MEET

FULLY MEET

EXCEED

0

1

2

3

4

Participates and collaborates in

COMMENT

TOTAL

PARTLY MEET

(assessment
x weighting)

DO NOT MEET

(one per criterion)

WEIGHTING

CRITERIA

1

local early years networks

•

2

Provides its early years staff with access
to professional development to ensure
that they have the required competencies

TOTAL FOR EY11

0

Summary
Level 1 quality standards

TOTAL

EY1

Sound educational underpinning

0

EY2

Fun and enjoyable for all participants

0

EY3

Model effective reading behaviours to children and their family members or carers

0

EY4

Competent, passionate presenters

0

Level 2 quality standards

TOTAL

EY5

Inspire a love of reading and words

0

EY6

Target and involve both children and their family members or carers

0

EY7

Story-based

0

EY8

Facilitate access to library collections and services

0

EY9

Complement other early years services

0

EY10

Effective evaluation processes

0

EY11

Respond appropriately to local needs and conditions

0

Does the library service meet the minimum requirement of 33 for each level 1 quality standard?

YES

NO

Does the library service meet the minimum requirement of 16 for each level 2 quality standard?

YES

NO

If the answer to both questions is Yes, the library service is eligible to use the READ Quality Assurance logo, which will be supplied by the Public
Libraries Division, State Library Victoria.

9

